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What is TPADS?
• TPADS stands for Technology Portfolio Assessment and
Decision Support
• It is an Excel-based tool to allow for fast-computation
analysis of advanced engine and airframe technologies
being developed by NASA’s Environmentally Responsible
Aviation Program (ERA)
• The tool and supporting analysis was supported by a
contract from NASA’s Langley Research Center to Metron
Aviation, LMI and GMU’s Center for Air Transportation
Systems Research (CATSR)
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NASA System Level Metrics

***Technology Readiness Level for key technologies = 4-6. ERA will undertake a time phased
approach, TRL 6 by 2015 for “long-pole” technologies
** RECENTLY UPDATED. Additional gains may be possible through operational improvements
* Concepts that enable optimal use of runways at multiple airports within the metropolitan area

• TPADS focusses on N+2 technologies, those that could
enter the fleet in the 2020’s.
• TPADS includes forecasted demand for passenger air travel
out to 2050 and models the benefits of having these
technologies in the fleet on total fuel burn, NOx emissions,
and noise impacts
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Fuel Metrics
• Today’s jets much more fuel efficient than earlier planes (70%)
• Various goals for fuel efficiency improvements (fuel/distance) or
carbon neutrality

http://www.grida.no/publications/other/ipcc_sr/?src=/climate/ipcc/aviation/avf9-3.htm
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NOx Metrics
• NOx is an important factor in local air quality- key factor in
smog and ground-level ozone pollution
• CAEP standards have steadily set lower numbers for NOx

http://www.icao.int/Meetings/EnvironmentalWorkshops/D
ocuments/2014-Kenya/4-1_LAQ-Technology_notes.pdf
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Noise Metrics

• “Cumulative Noise” is the arithmetic sum of the noise level
numbers at the three certification points
• The cumulative noise number takes into account net
changes (positive, negative, or neutral) at the three points
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Noise Metrics- ICAO noise data bank example
• Noise margin is cumulative
noise below the Stage 4
(2006) Limit
• CAEP Stages 2,3,4 reduced
noise impact over time
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TPADS scenario foundations
TPADS combines analysis from many sources to build future scenarios:
• Demand schedules - forecasted annual traffic developed by the FAA and
based on the Terminal Area Forecast (TAF), extended out to 2050.
• Airport and Airspace Capacity Trimming- validation of forecasted
demand against expected system capacity
• Future fleets- forecasted fleets based on the FAA’s Aerospace Forecast,
historical fleet turn-over rates, and expected availability of the various
NASA technologies
• Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)- models airline’s response to
changes in fuel price (aircraft size, number of fights and routes)
• High-Fidelity Aircraft performance models- Fuel, emissions, and noise
impact data from BADA, EDMS, INM and NIRS
• Fast-computation performance models- translates output from highfidelity model scenarios and assembles them into table lookups for use in
TPADS
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TPADS v3.0
• TPADS Summary Tab- main user interface
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TPADS v3.0
• TPADS Summary Tab- ERA Technology List
ERA ITD Technologies
ITD 12A+ Advanced Wing With Insect Protection
ITD 12A+ AFC Enhanced Vertical Tail
ITD 21A Damage Arresting Composites
ITD 21C Adaptive Compliant Trailing Edge (ACTE)
ITD 30A Highly Loaded Front Block Compressor
ITD 35A Second Generation UHB Propulsor Integration
ITD 40 Low NOx Fuel Flexible Combustor Integration
ITD 50A Flap Edge and Landing Gear Noise Reduction
ITD 51A UHB Integration for HWB
ERA Phase 1 Technologies
Hybrid Laminar Flow Control via DRE/Krueger
Acoustic Technologies
Additional N+2 Technologies
Composite Fuselage (no PRSEUS)
Composite Wings & Tails & WLA (no PRSEUS)
Advanced Engines
Hybrid Laminar Flow Control via suction
Riblets
Advanced Wing
Electromechanical Actuators / MEA
Hybrid Gas Turbine/SOFC APU
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TPADS v3.0
• Default Fuel Benefits
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TPADS v3.0
• Default NOx Benefits
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TPADS v3.0
• Default Noise Benefits
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Demand Forecast
Underlying demand will drive nominal fuel, NOx, noise trends

•

Year-to-year
forecasts provide
additional fidelity to
TPADS estimates

•

Based on FAAgenerated
schedules
consistent with the
TAF, extended to
2050
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Fuel Burn Methodology
Block fuel table by distance
•

Fuel burn was computed by having proxy aircraft fly simulated routes in
NIRS at 100 nm intervals, then using the resulting table to interpolate
fuel burn for actual routes in schedule (includes extrapolated values
beyond design range).

•

The great circle distance was computed for each flight in each schedule
and used to determine fuel burn by interpolating from this fuel table
250
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NOx Methodology
Overview
• NOx is calculated per take-off and landing cycle (TLO) and
represents total NOx emitted below 3,000 feet.
• Longer flights produce more takeoff NOx due to increased weight
and/or climb times, so we built a table of NOx emitted by stage
lengths at 100-nmi intervals (same as for fuel)
• NOx computed using data from Emissions and Dispersion
Modeling System (EDMS)
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NOx Methodology
Overview
• Future NOx is expressed as percent below CAEP/6 limit. The limit
is related to engine pressure ratio and thrust
• Pressure ratio and thrust were modeled for future aircraft so new
CAEP/6 limit values could be calculated
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Noise Methodology
Overview
• Noise impact is measured as the number of people exposed to 65
and 55 dB day night level (DNL)
• Noise impact modeled at 55 CONUS airports in NIRS. Noise
impacts are calculated against US Census data
• Noise impacts are driven by multiple variables:
− Spatial relationship between flight tracks and population
− Number of operations and on what flight tracks (airspace config)
− Types of aircraft flown (large aircraft are noisier than smaller ones)

− Daytime versus nighttime operations- night flights assigned a 10 dB
penalty in DNL

• High-fidelity noise modeling is complex- it requires extensive data
preparation and validation and long computational runtimes
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Noise Methodology
Overview

• The surrogate noise model involves interpolating the population
exposed to 65 dB DNL from pre-computed scenarios that vary by
demand and overall effective fleet dB reduction
• Calculating the effective dB reduction involves weighting
operations by seat class (larger aircraft contribute more to total
noise)
• Demand scaling is compared to a 2025 baseline (demand = 1.0)
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Noise Methodology
DNL area by TLO and seat class

•
•
•

We initially modeled the size of the 65 dB DNL contour area based on 100 takeoff
and landing operations of each TPADS proxy aircraft type in NIRS and used these
areas as the basis for the weightings.
Based on expert feedback from NASA it was suggested that we instead compute
how many operations would be required of each aircraft type to produce a 65 dB
DNL contour of a standard size.
Since the size of this standard area was arbitrary, we performed a sensitivity
analysis on a range of area values. The figure shows the number of TLOs required
to generate a 65 dB DNL contour ranging from 0.4 to nearly 8 square miles, a
range that covers up to the largest airports.
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Noise Methodology
Seat class weightings sensitivity analysis

• This figure shows the contour area by TLO compared to the heaviest
proxy, the 747-400
• Below 1.5 sq miles, it takes a higher number of TLOs to produce the
same area per 747 operation- the ratio stabilizes above 1.5 sq miles so
these values were used to compute an average
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Noise Methodology
Interpolation Table
•
•
•

Each flight is mapped to the TPADS proxy vehicle for its class and assigned five standard levels
of noise reductions ranging from -12 dB to -52 dB in 10-decibel steps and rerun through NIRS.
The noise impacts from intermediate levels of noise reduction were then computed by combining
each standard level with the next quieter level in 80/20, 50/50, and 20/80 proportions.
Effective noise reduction nreff is then the sum of the weighted contribution (W1) of one noise
reduction level (nr1) and the weighted contribution (W2) of the next quieter noise reduction level
(nr2):
nreff = 30 log10 [ W1 10(nr1/30) + W2 10(nr2/30) ]
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Condensed Overview
•

ANEM computes optimal seat size to deliver maximum profit based fuel
and non-fuel based costs, and demand sensitivity to ticket price*

•

For TPADS, fuel price and performance improvement variables were
varied across a range of values ($0 to $10/gal and 0% to 50%
improvement)

•

Scripts were run against all the baseline FAA schedules to find the
optimal seats and a TPADS proxy vehicle assigned based on number of
seats.

•

TPADS interpolates user-input values among these pre-computed ANEM
schedules

*For a full ANEM methodology description, see the TPADS End of Year 2 Report, April 18, 2014
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Condensed Overview
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Scenario Comparisons

Key Findings (TPADS v2.2)

•

Shifts in aircraft size result in more total fuel burn and available seat-km
at low fuel prices (less than about $3/gal) and lower fuel burn and seatkm as prices go higher

•

ERA technology allows for more seat-km at a given price; the reduced
fuel-related operating costs allow airlines to achieve maximum profit
operating larger-seat aircraft

•

Many aspects of the effects of the ANEM model can be explored; some
sample analysis results are included on the following slides
− No N+2 Baseline Untrimmed Demand
− N+2 Best Technology Untrimmed Demand

− Combined results relative to No N+2 Untrimmed baseline
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Scenario Comparisons

Untrimmed Baseline combined scenarios

At $5/gal, ERA technology saves 8% in fuel over no N+2 while
simultaneously allowing for 4% more seat km in capacity
Cumulative Fuel 2010-2050 (billion kg)
Baseline No N+2
No N+2
Best Tech

ANEM (FAA 2012 Fuel
Forecast)

2,892
2,581
-11%

3,007
4%
2,654
-8%

ANEM $5/gal

ANEM $10/gal

2,802
-3%
2,575
-11%

2,492
-14%
2,219
-23%

Cumulative Seat-km 2010-2050 (billion)
Baseline No N+2 (TPADS ANEM (FAA 2012 Fuel
proxy seat count)
Forecast)
No N+2
Best Tech

139,601
139,601
0%

147,029
5%
151,378
8%
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ANEM $5/gal

ANEM $10/gal

117,338
-16%
122,495
-12%
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98,587
-29%
100,494
-28%

Portfolio Assessment
• The Best Technology case is compared with the No N+2
case to assess the maximum benefit of ERA technology
• “Best Technology” for fuel was determined by capturing the
total fuel 2025-2050 produced with every allowable
combination of N+2 technology (7,200 combinations) with a
spreadsheet macro and sorting by lowest fuel
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Portfolio Assessment
“Best Technology” for NOx and noise activated all the
technologies for NOx and noise benefits
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Portfolio Assessment
• The underlying demand is the greatest driver of fuel, NOx,
and noise values
• This analysis is based on the FAA FY2013 baseline
schedules (untrimmed)
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Portfolio Assessment
This assessment uses nominal technology penetration (just
over 4 percent per year) starting in 2025
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Portfolio Assessment

Fuel

• The Best Technology case burns approximately 20 percent less fuel
(396 billion kg) than the No N+2 case (2025-2050)
• This translates to about 15.2 billion kg (4.9 B gal) per year
• Assuming a wholesale fuel price of $2.50 per gallon, this represents
an average savings of approximately $12.4 billion per year over 20252050 (2015 dollars)
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Portfolio Assessment

Fuel

• By comparison, the ITD and Other N+2 technologies alone save 11
percent and 18 percent respectively over No N+2
• The Best Technology case also achieves carbon neutrality relative
to the 2005 baseline
− The modelled fuel in 2050 comes out 1.5 billion kg below the 2005
value
− This is primarily due to the lower forecasted growth in the FY2013
forecast compared to the FY2011 forecast used in previous versions of
TPADS
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Portfolio Assessment

NOx

• There are only two N+2 technologies with a NOx benefit in v7.1 of
the technology impacts (both technologies offer equivalent
benefits in v7.1):
− ITD 40 Low NOx Fuel Flexible Combustor Integration
− Advanced Engines

• The reductions enabled by N+1 technologies are sufficient to halt
the growth in NOx emissions after 2024 and even to cut emissions
in real terms, despite growth in demand
• Only after 2042, when N+1 fleet penetration is complete, does
demand again outstrip savings
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Portfolio Assessment

NOx

• Overall N+2 technologies save 813 million kg in TLO NOx over the
No N+2 case, a reduction of 23 percent. That works out to an
average saving of just over 31 million kg a year 2025-2050
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Portfolio Assessment

Noise

• Four technologies have noise benefits:
− ITD 35A Second Generation UHB Propulsor Integration (-15 dB)

− ITD 50A Flap Edge and Landing Gear Noise Reduction (-6 dB)
− Acoustic Technologies (-2.4 dB)
− Advanced Engines (-15 dB), interchangeable with ITD 35A

• Four scenarios are compared. Combined technologies are
discounted by a factor of 1/3
− No N+2
− ITD technologies (-19.0 dB)

− ITD + Acoustic Technologies (19.8 dB)
− N+2 Goal (-42 dB)
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Portfolio Assessment

Noise

• The N+1 level of noise improvement is sufficient to hold the 65 dB
DNL population roughly constant after 2020
• Only after 2042 when N+1 penetration is complete does noise
impact increase since demand continues to grow with no further
improvement in noise performance
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Portfolio Assessment

Noise

• Adding the ITD technologies reduces the population exposed
every year from 2025 to 2040. In 2040, the 65 dB DNL has 68,000
fewer people, a reduction of 21 percent
• Adding Acoustic Technologies further reduces the population
exposed to 75,000 fewer people than the No N+2 case, a total of 23
percent for 65 dB DNL
• The full N+2 goal of -42 dB would reduce the 65 dB DNL population
by 214,000 (66 percent) and the 55 dB DNL population by 2.4
million (51 percent)
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Portfolio Assessment

Noise

• With ITD technologies the 55 dB DNL has 745,000 fewer people in
2040, a reduction of 15 percent
• Adding Acoustic Technologies further reduces the population
exposed to 821,000 or 17 percent in 2040
• The full N+2 goal of -42 dB would reduce the 55 dB DNL population
by 2.4 million (51 percent)
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Seat Class Sensitivity
Single Aisle Jet has the largest overall share of seat-km (35 percent
total). It was therefore expected that adding N+2 technology to this seat
class would have the largest contribution to the total benefits of N+2
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Seat Class Sensitivity

Fuel

• For this analysis, we compared the Best Technology (v7.1) case
versus the No N+2 case, adding N+2 technology one aircraft size at a
time
• Single Aisle Jet had the largest contribution to total fuel savings, with
104 billion kg or about 26 percent
• The second largest contribution came from the Large Regional Jet
with just under 85 billion kg in savings or 21 percent of the savings
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Seat Class Sensitivity

NOx

• Overall N+2 technologies save 813 million kg in TLO NOx over the No
N+2 case, a reduction of 23 percent
• The average saving of just over 31 million kg a year 2025-2050. Like
with fuel, the greatest benefit comes from the Single Aisle Jet. This
seat class provide 38 percent of the total savings, followed by the
Large Regional Jet with over 17 percent of the savings
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Seat Class Sensitivity

Noise

• For noise, the Single Aisle jet contributed the overwhelming majority
of the benefit, or nearly 64 percent
• The second largest contribution came from the Very Large Jet with
over 24 percent
• The reductions applied to the regional jets had no benefit on the
population exposed since the N+1 level reductions were already better
than 19.8 dB below Stage 4
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Seat Class Sensitivity

Noise

• The percent contributions to the savings in the 55 dB DNL were nearly
identical to the 65 dB DNL since the weighted contribution of each seat
class to total noise and the share of total demand were the same in
both cases
• Single Aisle Jet (64 percent), Very Large Jet (24 Percent)
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Seat Class Sensitivity

Noise

• Looking at the noise exposure by turning on N+2 for only one seat
class at a time as opposed to examining the incremental addition of
seat classes can produce slightly different results
• When looking at Single Aisle Jet alone there are about 600 thousand
fewer people in 55 dB DNL in 2040 compared to 525 thousand (821k X
64%) in the incremental method
• Additional seat classes could also be examined in isolation
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Backup
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Previous Studies
TPADS v2.2 Case Studies
(2014)
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
• Overall Impact of ERA Technologies
− What is the overall impact on CO2 emissions/noise/fuel burn
by 2050 for the insertion of ERA technologies (N+2)?
• Conditions Under Which ERA Technologies Enable Carbonneutral Growth
− What carbon-neutral growth will ERA technologies support
out to 2050?
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Overall Impact of ERA Technologies

• Best Technology Case
involves a combination of
Phase I and Phase II
technologies
• Defined as the set of
technologies yielding
lowest fuel consumption
over the entire study
period 2010-2050
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Overall Impact of ERA Technologies

•

Best Technology burns approximately 11% less fuel (432 billion kg) than the No
N+2 case; this translates to about 10.8 billion kg per year.

•

Assuming a wholesale fuel price of $3 per gallon, this represents an average
savings of approximately $10.4 billion per year over 40 years (2013 dollars).

•

Phase I and Phase II technologies alone save 7% and 9% respectively over No N+2.
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Overall Impact of ERA Technologies

• N+2 technologies comprise the majority of the fleet after 2037 and
represent 100% of the fleet by 2048.
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Overall Impact of ERA Technologies

• One third of seat kilometers are served by N+2 aircraft by 2032
and the more than half are served by N+2 by 2037.
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Overall Impact of ERA Technologies

•

N+1 technologies are sufficient to halt the growth in NOx emissions after 2022 and
even to cut emissions in real terms, despite growth in demand (NOx expected to
increase when OPR and engine thrust forecast included)

•

Introducing N+2 technologies eliminates an additional 238 million kg of NOx
compared to the no N+2 case, an average of just less than 6 million kg a year.

•

All three N+2 cases (Phase I, Phase II, and Best Technology) offer the same level of
NOx emissions reductions.
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Overall Impact of ERA Technologies

•

The Best Technology case assumes additional unspecified technologies are used
to achieve a total -42 dB reduction to achieve the stated N+2 goal.

•

On average, the Phase I and Phase II technologies reduce the number of people
exposed to the 65 dB DNL by 3% and 7% respectively. Best Technology case
(assuming -42 dB reduction is met) will achieve a 19% reduction in population
exposed compared to No N+2.
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Requirements for Carbon-neutral Growth
• Five cases tested:
− Best Technology:– Baseline case; no change to entry in service date,
technology adoption, or fuel price
− Accelerated Penetration – All aircraft types have an accelerated rate of new
technology adoption, 5.47% of the fleet is replaced each year, as opposed to
the baseline 4.15%. This value is the calculated penetration rate that would be
required for US airlines reduce their average fleet age to match international
airlines. This represents a scenario where commercial or government
incentives drive airlines to rapidly upgrade their fleets.
− Aggressive EIS (Entry-in-service) – Each aircraft technology level is
introduced 3-5 years earlier than the baseline schedule. This represents a
scenario where research into advanced technologies is incentivized, and
advanced aircraft become available sooner.
− 10% Fuel Price Increase – The fuel price slowly increases up to 10% higher
than the forecast from 2010 to 2025, and stays 10% higher than the forecast
from 2025 to 2050. This represents a scenario where either through
government taxation or global economics the fuel price rises above forecasted
values.
− Combination of all factors
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Requirements for Carbon-neutral Growth

• Forecasted demand does not allow carbon neutrality with N+2
technology alone
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Conditions Under Which ERA Technologies Enable Carbon-neutral
Growth

• Technology alone will not achieve carbon neutrality- demand must
come in lower than forecasted, or airline changes such as higher
load factors must occur:
• Cases examined:
− 100% load factor
− Direct to N+3 in 2030 (no N+2)
− Best tech and reduce demand to fit (-24%)
− Combined factors 1 & 2 (next table)
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Conditions Under Which ERA Technologies Enable Carbon-neutral
Growth

• Scenarios examined
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TPADS Analysis Case Studies
Conditions Under Which ERA Technologies Enable Carbon-neutral
Growth

• Technology alone will not achieve carbon neutrality- demand must
come in lower than forecasted, or airline changes such as higher
load factors must occur
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TPADS v 2.2
•

ANEM schedules are based on the FAA Untrimmed FY2013
schedules

•

Select from FAA and EIA fuel price forecast, or custom prices

•

TPADS interpolates the input schedule based on the pre-computed
ANEM-derived schedules
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TPADS v 2.2
LMI Trimmed schedules integrated and selectable as a baseline
schedule forecast
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Condensed Overview
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Apply airfare sensitivity to stage length (<= 2,500 nmi)
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Assign gate-to-gate velocity (block hours) for non-fuel costs

Delta

American Airlines

Southwest
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Scenario Comparisons

No N+2 Baseline Fuel Untrimmed

Shifts in aircraft size result in more fuel burn at FAA forecast prices, and
less fuel burn at $5/gal and up

Cumulative Fuel 2010-2050 (billion kg)
ANEM (FAA 2012 Fuel
ANEM $5/gal
Forecast)

No N+2
2,892

3,007
4%

2,802
-3%
64

ANEM $10/gal
2,492
-14%
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Scenario Comparisons

No N+2 Baseline Seat-km Untrimmed

Shifts in aircraft size result in more seat-km at FAA forecast prices, and
substantially fewer seat-km at $5/gal and up

Cumulative Seat-km 2010-2050 (billion)
No N+2 (TPADS Proxy ANEM (FAA 2012 Fuel
ANEM $5/gal
seat count)
Forecast)
139,601

147,029
5%

117,338
-16%
65

ANEM $10/gal
98,587
-29%
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Scenario Comparisons

N+2 Best Technology Fuel Untrimmed

Relative trend is similar to N+2 baseline, but there is less spread in the total
fuel burn until prices are very high (above $5/gal)

Best Tech
2,581

Cumulative Fuel 2010-2050 (billion kg)
ANEM (FAA 2012 Fuel
ANEM $5/gal
Forecast)
2,654
3%

ANEM $10/gal

2,575
0%
66

2,219
-14%
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Airline Network Evolution Model (ANEM)
Scenario Comparisons

N+2 Best Technology Seat-km Untrimmed

Relative trend is similar to N+2 baseline, but there is less spread in the total
fuel burn until prices are very high (above $5/gal)

Best Tech
139,601

Cumulative Seat-km 2010-2050 (billion)
Baseline No N+2 (TPADS
ANEM $5/gal
proxy seat count)
151,378
8%

122,495
-12%
67

ANEM $10/gal
100,494
-28%
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Noise Methodology
Seat class weightings
Proxy
Aircarft
PA34
BE20
SF340
AT72
E145
CRJ9
E190
B738
B762
B772
B744

FINAL NIRS
average for 1.5 to
7.7 sq mi
11.1
12.8
17.9
3.8
18.7
9.3
4.7
2.3
2.4
2.5
1.0

• Final noise weighting by seat
class
• Ops are scaled by these
weightings to estimate
contribution to total noise
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Noise Methodology
Calculation flow
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Capacity Trimming

Effects of Trimming
•

Trimming removed between 2 and 7 percent of ops with about 4 percent reduction
in fuel and seat-km

•

Result is comparable to previous work (for JPDO/IPSA)

Untrimmed FAA Trimmed LMI Trimmed
Cummulative Fuel 2010-2050 (billion kg)
2,581
2,509
2,481
-3%
-4%
Cummulative Seat-km 2010-2050 (billion)
157,821
152,217
151,439
-4%
-4%
Cummulative Ops 2010-2050 (million)
539
527
501
-2%
-7%
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